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Benefits of Accountability Plans
“How do I get my agents to ________?”
The question managers seem to ask most often is “How do
I get my agents to prospect, follow up on leads, hold open
houses, call their sphere of influence, attend meetings, stay
current on training, get price reductions, hold firm on commission, set goals, create a business plan, etc?”
Two answers: Leadership and a System of accountability.

Proven System for training agents
Accountability Plans give your agents a track to run on and
a system to keep them on it. You will have two-way
accountability coaching that allows you to assign and monitor Videos, Tasks and Actions.

System that saves you time
Why spend all that time designing an extensive training
program when it’s already done for you?

Customizable

tion within this period.
New Agent Multi-Week Training: This is a 14 segment plan
that takes agents beyond the fast start into prospecting,
business planning, working with buyers and listing.
Luxury Real Estate: Prepare your agents to work the high
price ranges and high net worth clients. They will learn the
best practices of top luxury agents.
Rising Star: Take your mid-level agents beyond average
income. Focus on business planning, more extensive marketing, getting help and mastering their listing presentation.
30 Days to a Listing. Remove distractions and get agents
face-to-face with homeowners who want to list now.
How to Secure a Price Reduction. With some markets softening, this will teach your agents how to reposition listings
and price to the current market.

You may clone any template and then make it your own.
Rename the plan, re-arrange the major sections, add
introductory paragraph text, add, delete, rename tasks,
and modify the video selection. Upload your own company
documents for easy access by your agents.

Administrator view

Available Templates

Three elements: Videos, Tasks & Actions

The Accountability Plans have been designed based on
fundamental best practices by the top trainers and agents
in the country. They contain selected videos and tasks in a
logical sequence. You may use them as is or customize to
match your current training.

Log into your training account and
go to “Manage Accountability.”
Here is where you make it your
own.
Videos: Your agents click on the video link to play a video
and download the support materials. The date and time the
video is watched is updated for you and your agent to see.
Tasks: When an agent completes a task, they are able to
write comments relating to that task. The completion date is
then noted.

Actions: Real success in real estate is not knowledge, but
action. The “Actions” section allows agents to report any
additional activity such as lead generation, follow up, appointments and transactions.
New Agent Fast Start: This is designed to get all the administrative tasks completed quickly and then move on to
fundamental prospecting. The goal is at least one transac-

Enroll agents in an Action Plan
As a subscriber to RETdk, you may enroll your agents in
any Accountability Plan. They are notified by email and
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directed to log in and access the “Action Plan” menu. They
click on their assigned plan and proceed through watching
Videos, completing Tasks and reporting their Actions.
When you log into your account, go to “Enrolled Agents”
and sort your list by percentage completion. With a simple
click a manager can see the agent’s progress and specific
activity. Now is your opportunity for an email, quick telephone call or a one-on-one meeting.

Action Plans Agent View
When they click on Action Plan they will see the major sections of the plan.

Member Testimonials
“We do coaching sessions with each agent as
they come in new with the company.
The Accountability Plan: we’re starting to integrate that with our new people, and they love it
because it gives them a track to run on.
It helps us, as managers, as well to keep them
on track. It also gives agents some direction to
know where we are going with the training. It is
self-paced.
As managers we have an accountability side that we roll into that.
We also put a lot of our personal materials tied it in with David’s
videos and it works really super for us.
Now you can see electronically whether they have completed
whereas prior it was very difficult to see and keep track of it.”

- Vincent Dell Accio, Century 21 AA Realty in Seaford, NY

When they click on a section, it opens up to reveal Videos
and Tasks. The third section allows them to report their
actions back to you.

“The biggest enemy to a real estate agent is
waking up in the morning and not knowing what
to do that day.
I love David Knox’s Accountability Plans. They
help us monitor new agents’ progress, prevents
them from becoming overwhelmed and keeps
them focused on the main things.
The plans retool their time and attentions to
focus on what is giving them the best results.
Success leaves clues. David has followed other successful agents
and broken down a bread crumb path for agents to follow daily.
It gives managers a resource to follow along with their progress.”
-William Peach, Branch Vice President, Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage

We’ve been using the David Knox program for
a couple of months now and have had great
success. We’ve customized the Accountability
Program to fit the needs of our agents. Our
managers are meeting with our agents on a
weekly basis using the accountability platform
for coaching sessions.
We particularly like the fact that we can customize the accountability plans to meet the
needs of our agents here, locally in Wisconsin. We’ve utilized
David’s videos as well as had the opportunity to load our own
courses to the program to really highlight the market differences
throughout Wisconsin.”
-Meghan Frasier, Director of Career Development, FirstWeber Realtors

Summary
The Accountability Plans provide a system for managers
and agents to work together to achieve success.
They are a great way to motivate agents, while holding
them accountable to learn the fundamental skills of real
estate and apply them through tasks and actions.
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